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PhD education in science: producing the scientific mindset in biomedical sciences  

Margot Pearson, Anna Cowan & Adrian Liston 

 

Introduction  

The increasing number of PhD students, and the interest in research and knowledge 

production as a significant factor in innovation in post-industrial economies, have led to 

greater interest in ensuring that doctoral education is of high quality and relevant to 

contemporary needs (Enders, 2004; Denholm & Evans, 2007).  Tensions are evident, 

however, as those responsible for doctoral education face competing pressures: to 

broaden the curriculum; to prepare students for variable career outcomes; and to do so 

more efficiently, that is within reduced timeframes. In this chapter we argue that these 

tensions can best be addressed in science doctoral education by focusing on both a 

doctoral curriculum and pedagogical practices that recognise the need for producing 

doctoral graduates who have the higher order skills of analysis and ability to make a 

scientific assessment of data and do this creatively, an approach which constitutes a 

scientific mindset.  Graduates with a scientific mindset have the capacity for 

independence and innovation in research.  They can identify and formulate responses to 

novel and complex questions and problems. This is in contrast to a ‘super-technician’ 

who is technically proficient but has limited capacity to initiate significant research 

activity. It is the former who is better equipped to adapt to varying work contexts inside 

and outside academia.  

 

In our chapter we include data from a survey and interviews with doctoral students and 

supervisors. The survey focused on the issue of the appropriate scope of the doctoral 

curriculum, questioning supervisors and students in biomedical sciences about their 

expectations and priorities for their PhD program.  Interviews with a group of 

postdoctoral fellows who had supervisory responsibilities focused on pedagogical issues, 

in particular how to develop a scientific mindset.  Together the data provide the basis for 

demonstrating how an enhancement of pedagogical practices in science doctoral 

education can produce an enriched learning curriculum, one that aims to nurture 

independent researchers who are creative, adaptive and open to variable career outcomes.  
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Issues in PhD science education   

Issues of concern for PhD science education include many that are of more general 

concern in doctoral education, eg; the adequacy of preparation of PhD students for 

independent learning; the lack of training for supervisors who model practice from their 

own experience; the impact of rapidly changing technology on what has to be learnt; and 

the need to broaden skills for diverse career outcomes (Pearson 2005).  Employment 

outcomes have been a concern for many years and in some fields, eg. Chemistry, 

graduate employment prospects have been the subject of research within that community 

(Adams & Mathieu,1999).  What is of particular concern more recently in science fields 

is that while doctoral enrolments have increased, the employment prospects of trained 

researchers are variable and do not necessarily lead to work in academia in the longer 

term, or science research elsewhere (Thompson et al. 2001).  

 

In response to pressures for ensuring the quality and relevance of doctoral education, 

much of the focus of policy at government and institutional levels has been on efficiency 

and timely completions. Even the recent attention to supervisor training has produced 

more institutional structuring and regulation of the process to reduce attrition, rather than 

challenges to individual practice, or strategies for enriching the PhD experience 

educationally.  However, concerns about graduate employability in a fluid job market, 

and over-specialisation limiting career flexibility, have led numerous stakeholders 

including academics, industry employers and students themselves, to call for a 

broadening of the doctoral curriculum to include a broader skill set (Pearson & Brew, 

2002; Gilbert, et al. 2004). Graduates, it is argued, may need to be able to cross research 

fields, and be prepared to research in a variety of settings, both academic and industrial.  

Additionally they will need a range of skills that include interpersonal competence for 

working with others, and the ability to communicate effectively to non-experts as well as 

peers (Osborn 1997).  Most institutions now offer a range of short courses on skills such 

as project management and computing that both equip students for their PhD research 

and develop them professionally for the future. Less attention has been paid to the issue 

of broadening the curriculum to ensure that students have sufficient knowledge of the 
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field in which their specialist research sits. Where this issue is discussed it is the 

experience of the authors that it is often posed as a debate about the (dis)advantages of 

coursework. There has been less attention too, to approaches to doctoral research 

education that produce graduates who will be adaptive and creative researchers in diverse 

work settings.  

 

Remaining in any response to these curriculum issues is the underlying tension between 

the pressures for efficiency, for which the proxy is usually timely completions, and the 

calls for broadening and enriching the PhD. For primary investigators running research 

laboratories, this tension is heightened by the need to increase publication output, in order 

to resource increasingly expensive science projects, through progressively more 

competitive funding sources.  Furthermore, the funding context has rendered more acute 

the pre-existing tensions as to the purpose of a science PhD and the tendency to prioritise 

research productivity over capacity building. The relative scarcity of funds for science in 

Australia leads to more reliance on PhD students and their output, as opposed to the 

contribution of post-doctoral fellows in research. In addition, primary investigators 

recognise that doctoral students will require an impressive publication record in order to 

compete for further research positions. Papers in high impact journals make a post-

doctoral position following graduation more likely, and are needed for the set-up grants 

required to become an independent researcher in academia. The priority on output is one 

that students themselves may accept where they see their goal as completing their 

projects, especially where the PhD project is part of a larger research undertaking. 

Students may worry, too, about failing where for them the aim of the science PhD has 

become the output of the lab. “The experiments aren’t working, I’ll never get my PhD, 

I’m a failure”. Thus both students and supervisors may share these assumptions, and even 

demonstrating the ability to ‘do good science’ can be seen as a matter of completing 

projects.   

 

The press to completions within shorter time frames determined by institutional 

regulation and funding regimes makes it extremely difficult to gain a broad-based 

knowledge of fields that are multi-disciplinary such as neuroscience and immunology.  In 
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neuroscience, students come from diverse backgrounds such as computation, life 

sciences, engineering, and psychology. In addition, in immunology, research is driven by 

technological breakthroughs allowing new questions to be asked. In such rapidly 

changing fields, acquisition of certain knowledge, skills and techniques may not leave the 

graduate with guaranteed employment (because new technical competencies and new 

knowledge are considered more valuable). These factors increase the importance of 

acquiring a broad-based knowledge of the field, yet in a climate (dictated by policy and 

economic factors) the students can feel obliged to adopt a pragmatic approach to 

complete a PhD on a discrete piece of work within a short time frame. Significantly too, 

in this scenario, a comparable interest in nurturing a scientific mindset and the skills of 

scientific analysis required for becoming an independent and adaptable researcher in the 

longer term is in danger of being underplayed.  

 

Working with the tensions: supervisor and student expectations and priorities 

While the pressures to complete projects, and on time, are intense, expectations as to the 

scope of a PhD, and priorities for the candidacy at the discipline and individual level can 

vary. A more nuanced view comes from seeing the way in which tensions are reflected in 

the responses of a group of biomedical science researchers (from neuroscience, 

immunology, biochemistry and molecular biology) who participated in a short survey 

exercise carried out by one of the authors.  The views of students and supervisors (22 

supervisors and 18 students; response rate ≈ 20%) were gathered with a short 

questionnaire.  Thirteen questions relating to the planning of the scope of the PhD 

project, the importance of generic skills and the relevance of the students’ career plans 

were asked. The respondents were requested to rate the importance of each of these 

issues on a scale of 1 (low priority) to 5 (high priority). 

 

Table 1   Ratings and ranking of questionnaire items 

  Supervisor

s 

R Students R 

1‡ A student should be assisted in developing academic 
writing skills. 

4.7 11 4.2 11 
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2* A student should be assisted in developing good oral 
communication skills.  

4.8 12 4.1 9 

3‡ A student should be assisted in developing time 
management skills. 

3.8 5 3.2 1 

4 A student should be assisted in developing efficient 
information literacy/ library research skills. 

3.9 7 3.4 2 

5 A student should develop a broad-based knowledge 
on a wide area of research. 

3.9 7 3.8 5 

6 The research field is technically demanding and it is 
important that the student is an expert in specific 
techniques. 

3.8 5 3.5 3 

7 The research field is changing rapidly and it is 
important for the student to be able to adapt to 
change rather than be expert in current techniques. 

4.1 9 3.9 6 

8 A student should develop a focused and detailed 
expertise on a specific area of research. 

3.5 3 4.0 7 

9 A student should be creative and independent in their 
thinking. 

4.9  13 4.6 13

10 The thesis should provide an original and significant 
contribution to the field. 

4.1 9 4.5 12

11* A student’s future career plans (academic / non-
academic) are an important consideration during the 
planning and course of the PhD project. 

2.6 1 4.1 9 

12 A supervisor should introduce the student to 
scholarly networks. 

4.4 10 4.2 11

13 A supervisor should encourage the student to become 
interested in areas outside their specific research 
topic. 

3.3 2 3.7 4 

* Significant difference between the two groups on individual items at p < 0.05, ‡ p = 0.1; 

SD ranging from 0.1-0.4. 

 

The ratings of the items, and the ranking of items, indicate broad agreement on the scope 

of research training but variation in the detail of practice.  Both supervisors and students 

agree, and give their highest priority to the notion, that a student should be creative and 

independent in their thinking (Q9), and high priority to the PhD as an original and 

significant contribution to the field (Q10), despite the fact that students have serious 

economic and time pressures that must influence aspects of their postgraduate plan1. 

Another item rated and ranked highly is introducing students to scholarly networks 

(Q12).  However differences on priorities are evident even where both groups agree 

overall, as for example the acquisition of generic skills (Q1-4), the need for which 
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supervisors rate more highly than do the students. On the other hand, both support the 

provision of assistance in these areas, especially writing and communications skills, 

which are prioritised over time management and information literacy skills. On the issues 

concerning the depth and breadth of knowledge and expertise (Q5-8) there is variation, 

with both groups agreeing on the need for adaptability in changing fields, expertise in 

specific techniques, and detailed expertise on a specific area of research. 

 

Together the responses do not support a picture where students are totally task-focused in 

the short-term on completions, nor where supervisors are very narrowly outcome-

oriented.  There are instead indications that supervisors are alert to broader issues and 

that students have longer-term career goals in mind.  Most significantly students, in 

contrast to the supervisors, in response to Q11 (“A student’s future career plans 

(academic/non-academic) are an important consideration during the planning and course 

of the PhD project”) rate this as having a very high priority, whereas the supervisors rate 

and rank it as the lowest priority of all the questions.  A number of factors could be 

involved in this discrepancy, including the fact that the supervisors surveyed are, on the 

whole, in relatively secure academic positions and thus to some extent ‘out of touch’ with 

the career pressures on the current generation of post-graduate students. However, an 

argument against this idea is that the relatively junior, inexperienced supervisors were no 

more likely to consider this to have a high priority than older, established academics. The 

fact that supervisors have chosen a uniform career path (academia) may also be 

influential: they do not feel the need to consider other options for their students.   

 

Another way to interpret this result is to look at the more positive responses by 

supervisors to Q5 and 7, as evidence that they appreciate the need for fostering breadth, 

creativity and adaptability, but do not see the need for explicit career planning or 

counselling in addition to what is already in place, such as the introduction to scholarly 

networks, which they rate highly.  Whatever the reason, their responses indicate that 

many supervisors do not appreciate the importance placed on career planning during 

candidacy by students, and the need for more than enculturation into the disciplinary 

community.   
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Overall, the survey responses show broad agreement on the scope of doctoral education,  

but enough difference to establish the need for constant negotiation in individual 

circumstances. It is in this interface that we can expect a difference between what is 

agreed in general, and what is practised on the ground in the face of the usual 

contingencies of a high-pressured research environment.  It is in these situations that 

students and supervisors face issues of major concern for both pedagogy and the scope of 

a doctoral curriculum that will develop research capacity and prepare students for diverse 

career outcomes.  Is learning research as a hands-on activity sufficient? Will participating 

in actual research projects develop a scientific mindset and the scientific skills of 

analysis? Will this also develop capacities that open other employment opportunities 

outside science research? Do we need more generic components?  How is career 

guidance to be provided?  

 

Working with the tensions in practice – doing science  

 
A complementary approach to our quantitative analysis came from the reflections of two 

of the authors on their own recent experience as students, and interviews by one author 

with colleagues who were currently post-doctoral fellows or early principal investigators 

supervising doctoral students in immunology and biochemistry. Interviewees (5) were 

asked two open questions, and encouraged to elaborate on this theme in their answers: 

 
1. During your PhD how did your supervisor aid you in your development as a scientist, 
beyond the direct experimental supervision? How do you think you managed to develop a 
scientific mindset? Can you think of anything else that would have been helpful to you? 
 
2. When you supervise research students, what techniques do you use to aid them in 
becoming more scientific in their analysis of data and planning of experiments? How do 
you help them out in their career?  
 
Interviewees gave a range of views based on their experience as students and as 

supervisors in various institutions within and outside Australia. To ensure anonymity, as 

agreed as part of the process of gaining their permission for this material to be published, 
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we give limited detail on the interviewees. We use fictitious names for ease of reference 

in the text.  

 

Four interviewees regarded their own doctoral supervision as being purely project-based 

in nature, with three interviewees specifically raising the importance of the scientific 

environment for their own development. Such an environment was seen as one that was 

full of people thinking scientifically, though this was understood as not sufficient for 

many students, who need to be actively supported by the supervisor.  The attitudes on the 

role of the supervisor in fostering the ability of the student to develop a scientific mindset 

varied considerably, from those who thought “it is impossible for a supervisor to help 

their student become scientific”, and that the role of the PhD project was solely to give 

the student a chance to demonstrate their own innate capacity; to those whose supervisors 

had used deliberate techniques to develop the skills in students for thinking like a 

scientist.   

 

The following vignettes, based on notes taken during these interviews, and from author 

reflection on their experience, give illustrative examples of a range of pedagogical 

practices, some of which are some situated in a workplace or laboratory group setting, 

and some supervisor-led. 

 

Thinking like an independent scientist- Anthea  (Biochemistry) 

[My supervisor] was really good at helping me think more like an independent scientist. 

We used to have these problem-solving sessions on a whiteboard. I would go to him with 

data and he would ask me what I saw, and what I thought it meant. We would then spend 

an hour going through it on a whiteboard, and he would punch holes in my logic where 

there were holes, and he would give me information that I was missing to make more 

coherent theories. I try to do that with my students. I really liked the approach so I have 

adopted it as my own. If they come in with data, I ask them what they think, I guide them 

into telling me where that conclusion would lead, and then I force them to think through 

the logic themselves, rather than telling them if I thought it was right or wrong, so that 

they had to come up with the conclusions themselves. I sometimes give them data they 
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are missing, but when they are just being lazy I play dumb and ask them what the 

literature says on a particular point, so they have to go away and look it up themselves.  

 

Critiquing analysis- Bob (Immunology) 

In another manner [my supervisor] heightened my experience with data interpretation 

through external analysis. When I brought papers of particular attention to him, he would 

sit down with me and go through the raw data within, and would discuss the particular 

strengths and weaknesses of the data before looking at the interpretations that the authors 

reached. When the data was still open to alternatives we often discussed various 

experimental designs that could be used to test the alternatives, and he would give me 

good feedback on those ideas that I had which were plausible, often elaborating them 

further as a thought-experiment. From relatively early on in my PhD, he also sent me 

manuscripts which he had been asked to review, and asked me to review them with him. 

At the start he gave me general advice on how to review a paper … and following that we 

would independently review the paper, discuss it at length together, and then he would 

usually modify my review of the paper (saying why he was modifying it) and send it in. 

This process made me quite confident in my ability to referee the first paper I was asked 

to independently review, so it was very successful as a professional development tool.  

 

Journal clubs- Cath (Immunology) 

The way in which I developed scientific skills was through the environment I was 

working in, and through following by example. At the start I simply did what I was told, 

and over enough time I started to see what I was doing. By being in a really vibrant 

scientific community I was able to see other people being actively involved in science 

and was able to learn from that. Journal club and data club (divisional seminars) were the 

most useful experiences for me, because I was able to listen to the professionals create 

hypothesises, interpret data, and then be critiqued for this interpretation by others. In 

particular, during journal club, I was able to see people define the question, and the way 

in which they are testing it. I didn’t actively participate, but it was very useful for me to 

watch the process, and over time I started to pick it up. The group I was in was very 

intense, and we had our own highly interactive journal club 
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Publishing as a learning experience - Don (Immunology) 

The concentration even at PhD level on publications does not necessarily limit the 

development of interpretation/ critical thinking/ creativity skills.  During the meeting time 

[my supervisor] and I usually discussed the data that I had generated over the previous 

fortnight. He always liked to see the data in the raw format before seeing the processed 

data, and constantly emphasised the importance of having a thorough realisation of the 

reliability of the data, taking into account the nuances of the experimental process 

involved in the generation (which can affect the interpretation of the data). We always 

discussed future experiments stemming from the data in terms of figures required to turn 

the data into a manuscript and backup data required to ensure that we have the correct 

overview of the field…  We also discussed at length the best tactics for publishing a 

series of data, talking about whether it is best to publish a series of smaller papers, or a 

single large paper… These conversations on the tactics of publication are of immense 

value to me now, when I am making these choices in a more independent manner.  

 

Career advice – Edward (Biochemistry) 

I think one of the things that I do that is helpful for my students’ career progression is for 

me to be open about the career moves I am making myself. I am at the stage that is often 

the chief blockade in science, the transition from senior post-doc to permanent faculty 

member. When I am socialising with my students I am honest with them about the points 

in their careers that are relatively easy, such as the transition from PhD student to junior 

post-doc, and the points that are difficult, and then talk about the ways that I am currently 

trying to overcome my difficulties, such as organising School events, being on 

committees, and organising conferences. For a post-doc to become a permanent faculty 

member it is not sufficient just to have an excellent publication record and a good 

scientific grounding, there is also a sense that you must ‘put in your time’ in the institute 

you are in, by doing a lot of the undesirable administrative workload of the department.  

 

At the end of their PhD I give my students advice on what topic they could work on, who 

they could work with, and what fellowships they should go for. I help them to plan their 
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future steps, and people that they could go to for their second post-doc even. I am 

responsible for inviting guest speakers to the School, so sometimes I specifically invite 

speakers that I want my students to meet, as a possibility for future work. I like to guide 

them into thinking about their future and keep them from getting too narrow a focus. 

They have to get into the scientific community, talk to everyone and get their name 

known.  

 

Lab meetings- Flora (Immunology) 

In the lab we attempt to cultivate a very critical analysis of each other’s work during lab 

meeting. Everyone takes a turn in presenting their data and interpreting it in front of the 

group, who then proceed to find any flaws that are present, or to provide alternative 

explanations. The students are able to observe this normal process of scientific critique 

happening to those around them, and then have the chance to present themselves and 

experience the process from the other side. The lab meeting gives good ideas and 

technical advice to students, but also demonstrates the method of scientific analysis.  

 

A learning curriculum in the biomedical sciences 

Usually the term ‘curriculum’ in any discussion of doctoral education with supervisors 

can be a barrier to productive discussion as many think that this term refers to  taught 

courses.  Most supervisors see ‘learning how to do research by doing it’ as the way to 

proceed and fear talk of curriculum as leading to structured teaching.  For this reason it is 

helpful in addressing the curricular and pedagogical issues raised by the vignettes and the 

responses to our survey, to consider the distinction made by Lave and Wenger (1991) 

between a ‘learning curriculum’ and a ‘teaching curriculum’.  They argue that learning 

comes through participation in a practice, as is the case for apprentices, and we would 

argue for novice researchers (Pearson 2005).  A learning curriculum, Lave and Wenger 

explain, is ‘essentially situated....and a characteristic of a community’. It consists of 

‘situated learning opportunities .. for the improvisational development of new practice’ 

and ‘...learning resources in everyday practice from the perspective of learners.’ (their 

italics).   In contrast they argue a ‘teaching curriculum’ involves direct instruction shaped 

‘...by an external view of what knowing is about.’ (Lave & Wenger 1991, p. 97).   
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In light of this distinction, the vignettes are describing a learning curriculum situated in 

the practice of science where the students and their supervisors create learning 

opportunities from the ongoing business of doing science.  They illustrate opportunities 

and strategies for nurturing a scientific mindset and providing career advice during a 

candidacy as requested by the students in the study on expectations and priorities.  

 

Situated learning opportunities in the research environment 

The vignettes include two examples of situated learning opportunities provided in the 

research environment.  Cath describes a journal club and Flora a lab meeting. Journal 

clubs are a common occurrence in many science departments, as are lab meetings.  As 

described by Cath, journal clubs can consist of the introduction of a recently published 

paper, usually of significance in the relevant field, for discussion. These presentations can 

be by a single person or by several students, they can be departmental-wide or laboratory-

wide, and the style of presentation and interaction can vary. Lab meetings are within the 

work site and focus on the research that is taking place in that lab.  

 

In relation to the journal club, there are potentially two main advantages to the 

involvement of research students. The first is the most visible to students, and involves 

‘keeping up to date’ – the transmission of the latest knowledge in the field, state-of-the-

art techniques, and hints to the direction the field is taking. The second advantage, 

explained by Cath, but often overlooked by many students, is arguably of even greater 

importance – exposure to the process of science. One of the key difficulties in the 

transition from an undergraduate student to a research student is the shift from being 

taught about science as a body of knowledge, to being taught how to contribute to that 

body. As a ‘how to’, this side of science is often accepted by academics as simply the 

natural thought process it has become to them, such that they rarely expose students to 

method by which they reached a particular conclusion.  

 

A journal club is a key opportunity to ‘open up the scientific mind’, and allow research 

students to directly observe academics in the act of analysing and debating technical 
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aspects of the work and weighing up the conceptual worth to the field. Students will be 

able to observe, or better yet, participate in, debates over the best way to test a 

hypothesis, whether the results in the paper really support the conclusion that is being 

made, what the key result is, and how this addition to the field will relate to a huge body 

of partially contradicting data – is this the paper that integrates separate threads? Is the 

approach superior to that of other papers that have reached opposite conclusions? These 

thought processes, essential for science, are usually internal, or in private academic 

discussion and thus unobservable. The key advantage of a journal club is thus the 

externalisation of the process in an open session, as is the case for lab meetings such as 

that described by Flora where the research site is one for work and learning. 

 

As in any learning environment, journal clubs can be more or less effective as a tool for 

aiding the development of research students in their scientific mindset, depending on the 

design and conduct. They can be constructive, educational and collegial, or conversely 

destructive and demoralising. To be effective they need to be ‘highly interactive’, as 

described by Cath, and take place in an informal atmosphere allowing academics and 

students alike to be comfortable voicing a thought and disputing a position during the 

presentation as well as at the general discussion at the end. 

 

Enhancing pedagogical practices  

As well as being in the research environment, as one of the interviewed postdoctoral 

researchers commented, many students  need  to be ‘actively supported’ by their 

supervisor.  This pedagogical support is crucially not direct instruction. Instead, the 

vignettes illustrate how in varying ways supervisor(s) can capitalise, in their interactions 

with their students, on learning opportunities arising from specific research activities 

being undertaken, acting as coaches and mentors.  

 

In the vignettes of Anthea, Bob and Don, we see the supervisor providing active support 

for learning with the articulation through verbalisation and discussion of the processes 

being undertaken to analyse data, develop theories, and how to think through to 

publishing the data.  This type of support is a form of coaching that involves modelling 
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and scaffolding, as with practice in reviews for Bob. The intent is to assist the student 

learn the art of framing problems as well as solving them and evaluating their progress. 

For example, Ann now gets her students to evaluate their conclusions first before telling 

them her conclusions. It is through such externalisation of the learning processes and the 

ability to reflect on performance, as demonstrated in the vignettes, that expertise is 

acquired (Pearson 2001; Pearson &Brew 2002). Coaching in the doing of science can be 

provided by the formal supervisor or others in a lab or research group. Some may be 

post-doctoral fellows in the lab (Delamont et al. 1997), or even students nearer 

completion who are involved in using cutting edge techniques.  

 

Whereas coaching is about learning how to do science, and to do it with awareness, 

mentoring involves nurturing students’ intellectual and personal development. In a study 

that sought to unpack ‘supervision’, Pearson & Kayrooz (2004) identify mentoring as a 

significant factor for student satisfaction where it offers enculturation into the 

academic/disciplinary domain, through both intellectual challenge, and emotional and 

personal support in the context of a student’s evolving career goals. Not all students 

begin with a clear or fixed view on where they are headed. It is important that students 

can progress their candidacy in the context of their career goals, however tentative, if 

they are to choose wisely what learning opportunities they undertake.  And it is in 

interaction with their supervisors and others that students develop their intellectual and 

research interests, and expectations for the future.  Edward, for example, put considerable 

effort into both explicit guidance on how to further a career and modelling through 

discussion of his experience and strategic approach to his postdoctoral appointment. It is 

of interest that, in the Pearson and Kayrooz study, mentoring was distinguished from 

sponsoring students into disciplinary/professional networks, which in the survey 

supervisors rated more highly than considering students’ career plans, indicating that this 

aspect of mentoring is not well recognised.  

 

Concluding section 

The strategies for enhancing pedagogic practices and enriching the curriculum illustrated 

in the vignettes are not exhaustive. The challenge for programs in a multidisciplinary 
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field is to maintain quality, diversity and integration and, at the same time, depth and 

breadth (Hyman 2006; Hall 2006). This may suggest the need for other learning 

opportunities such as course work to extend specialist disciplinary knowledge.  There is 

also the question as to whether it is sufficient for a student in multi-disciplinary fields to 

work in only one sub-field or one lab, as the majority do in Australia, unlike the lab 

rotation practice in the USA. What remains essential however is that students make these 

choices in negotiation with their supervisors to suit their individual needs.  

 

Additionally, addressing the scope of the ‘curriculum’ for doctoral students is an issue 

that demands attention from the research group or academic unit in which the student is 

located, rather than being something left entirely to the individual supervisor(s). It may 

mean a collective change in priorities.  It is of interest that in the survey both students and 

supervisors rated highly the need for creative and independent thinking (Q9), but rated of 

lower priority encouraging students to become interested in areas outside their specific 

research topic (Q13).  Students will not benefit from being compartmentalised within 

their own speciality area, whether they expect to be career research scientists or look to 

other alternatives such as business, management, or the public service.  Whatever their 

career destination, they need to be open to intellectual and policy developments in the 

wider academic community if they are to be able to communicate to research granting 

agencies and to the public at large, or draw on their scientific training in non-academic 

arenas.  

 

In this chapter we have raised issues of major concern for both pedagogy and the scope of 

a doctoral curriculum in science, focusing on the importance students and supervisors 

place on developing research capacity and preparing students for diverse career 

outcomes, and on strategies used by supervisors to drive this outcome.  Advocating more 

curriculum content in a context where pressure is on efficiency in the use of resources 

and time, and on increasing tangible outputs of research, appears to create an impossible 

situation.  However, from the perspective of a learning curriculum situated in research 

practice, it is possible to reframe this apparent curriculum dilemma.  The curriculum is 

extended by a critical enhancement of pedagogical practices in science doctoral education 
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that produce an enriched learning curriculum: a curriculum that provides access to a 

range of learning opportunities where students develop a scientific mindset with a 

capacity for independence, adaptability and creativity in the context of their own research 

program.  
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